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Kuwait

INTERCONTINENTAL HOTELS GROUP HAS
MAJOR PLANS FOR KUWAIT AS IT EXPANDS
ITS PRESENCE IN THE MIDDLE EAST

New projects testify to the confidence global group IHG has in booming Kuwait as an international business
destination and in its thriving corporate and leisure travel industry
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IHG’s major upcoming development in
no matter what the guest feels at the time. We Kuwait City is an iconic new InterContinental
realize that guests expect a fast and efficient hotel, which will cater to the luxury travel secprocess. If you are checking in after a 10-hour tor with 200 rooms, including 20 suites, speflight all you want to do is shower and relax.” ciality restaurants, state-of-the-art meeting
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facilities and a banquet hall with over 600
square meters of space. Due to open in 2009,
the InterContinental will be the fourth IHG
property in Kuwait, which will be followed by
a second InterContinental Hotel set to open
in 2010.
At the same time, IHG plans to introduce its
extended-stay Staybridge Suites brand in Kuwait
and other parts of the Middle East. Aimed
chiefly at business travelers looking for more
residential style accommodation, the brand is
already well established in the U.S., where
extended-stay is one of the fastest growing segments of the hospitality industry. The Kuwait
property, for which Bu Khamseen Group Holding
Co. is also the confirmed investor, will offer 150
rooms and is due to be completed by 2008.
Looking to the future from his office at the
Crowne Plaza, Mr. Kafafi says the skyrocketing of oil prices has opened up huge potential
for the hotels and hospitality industry in the
region. “My feeling tells me that the oil prices
will continue to be high, and there will be a surplus of funds in this part of the world,” he says.
“This will be good for Kuwait and good for
investors in Kuwait.”
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Together with oil and investment, Kuwait’s
expanding retail market will also benefit the
industry. “There is a great deal of disposable
income here. Kuwait will be known as a shopping destination. This will bring more people to
the area.”
The Crowne Plaza itself has been undergoing a major expansion, including a magnificent
new Aqua Tonic spa, a new conference center and an 1,800 square-meter ballroom, boosting its facilities for weddings, functions,
conferences, and product launches. There will
also be 225 new guest rooms and suites.
Mr. Kafafi believes that it will be the established brands in the industry that will benefit
the most. “I can see what the future looks like,
and the future belongs to the strong branded
products, to the strong organizations that are
really dominating the business.”
He says it is a matter of reputation and quality. “We have to be able to satisfy the demand
and expectations of the experienced travelers
that visit Saudi Arabia, Dubai, Qatar, or wherever. The hotel sector must develop, to be able
to compete on the same footing.” I
An online version of this report
is available at
www.summitreports.com
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.BLJOH CVTJOFTT NPSF DPNGPSUBCMF JO ,VXBJU
3FMBYJOH BU MFJTVSF JO GJWF TUBS MVYVSZ NBZ OPU CF ZPVS GJSTU UIPVHIU PO B CVTJOFTT USJQ UP ,VXBJU
#VU NBZCF UIBU T CFDBVTF ZPVWF OFWFS TUBZFE BU UIF $SPXOF 1MB[B ,VXBJUCFGPSF 8JUI VT ZPV
DBO EJOF JO B EJGGFSFOU SFTUBVSBOU FWFSZ OJHIU PG UIF XFFL XPSL PVU JO PVS /BVUJMVT 'JUOFTT $FOUFS
BOZ UJNF PG UIF EBZ PS OJHIU BOE CFOFGJU GSPN GSFF XJSFMFTT JOUFSOFU BDDFTT EVSJOH ZPVS TUBZ
8FMM FWFO ESJWF ZPV UP ZPVS PGGJDF PS UP B NFFUJOH XJUIPVU BOZ DIBSHF "GUFS BMM JG ZPV EP IBWF
UPXPSLIBSEJO,VXBJU JUXPVMEOUIVSUUPIBWFTPNFFOKPZNFOUXIJMFZPVSFBUJU
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